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Abst rac t - -Here  we introduce and study four sequences ofnaturally arising fuzzy integral opera- 
tors of convolution type that are integral analogs of known fuzzy wavelet type operators, defined via a 
scaling function. Their fuzzy convergence with rates to the fuzzy unit operator is established through 
fuzzy inequalities involving the fuzzy modulus of continuity. Also, their high-order fuzzy approxima- 
tion is given similarly by involving the fuzzy modulus of continuity ofthe N th order (N > 1) H-fuzzy 
derivative of the engaged fuzzy number valued function. The fuzzy global smoothness preservation 
property of these operators i  demonstrated also. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Fuzzy  real analysis, Fuzzy-Riemann i tegral, Fuzzy convolution operators, Fuzzy 
modulus of continuity, Fuzzy approximation, Jackson type inequalities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Here C(]~) is the space of continuous functions from R into ~, and CN(~),  N _> 1 the space of 
N-times continuously differentiable functions on R. We denote by CB(R) the space of continuous 
and bounded functions from R into R. For f:  R ~ R, we define its first modulus of continuity by 
~1(f ,  6) := sup If(x) - f(Y)l, 6 > O. 
z,yER:lx-yl<6 
Let Cu(l~) be the space of uniformly continuous functions from ]~ into ~. For f 6 Cu(It~), we 
have wl(f, 5) < +oc, 5 > 0, see [1, p. 298; 2]. Also, it is a well-known fact, see [3, p. 40], that 
li6~oWl(f, 5)=wl(f,O)=O, iff f E Cu(]~). 
Let ~ be a real valued function of compact support C I -a ,  a], a > 0, ~ _> 0, ~ is Lebesgue 
measurable and such that 
/qa(x -  u) du = 1, Vx E N, (1) 
OO 
equivalently, 
/ /  v(u) du = 1. (2) 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor S. Gal of the University of Oradea, Romania, for having 
useful discussions during the writing of this paper. 
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EXAMPLE (i) 
f I, 
~(x) := x[ -~/2 ,~/2) (z )  = 
( 0, 
the characteristic function. 
EXAMPLE (ii) 
i 1 xE -~,  , 
elsewhere, 
(iii) 
(iv) 
THEOREM 1. For k ~ Z, 
(ii) 
is continuous in u. 
(Bkf)(x) := f ~-~ ~(2kx-  u) du. (4) 
oo 
F (Lkf) (x) := c£(u)qo (2kx - u) du, oo 
where 
fl 2 -k (u+l )  fO 2-k it 
is continuous in u. 
(5) 
F (rkf)(z) := 7~(u)~ (2% - u) du, (6) oo 
where 
j =0 j =0 
is continuous in u. We have proved in [1, p. 289, p. 295, respectively; 4]that Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk 
are shift invariant operators, and map continuous probabilistic distribution functions into 
continuous probabilistic distribution functions. More importantly, we proved the following 
theorems [1, pp. 290-293; 4]. The operators Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk, k C Z converge to the unit 
operator I with rates as given by the following. 
(s,&) I(nkf)(x) - f(x)] <_ 021 , (7) 
!(Bkf)(x) - f(~)l -< ~ , (S) 
( a+l '~  
l(Lkf)(x)- f(x)l <_~l f, 2k 7, (9) 
and 
a+1~ (10) l(Fk/)(x)-- f(x)t <_ wl f, 2k 7. 
The operators Ak, Bk, Lk~ Fk fulfill the property of global smoothness preservation. 
l - x ,  O<x<l, 
~(x):= l+x, - l<x<O, 
0, elsewhere, 
the hat function. Here we follow [1, pp. 287-293; 4]. 
We introduce the following positive linear operators for k E Z and f E Cu(R). 
(i) Case of Ak operators: here, additionally, we assume that ~ is an even continuous function. 
Define 
/ (Akf) (x) := ~( i t )~  (2% - ~) e~, 
where 
F I , 2~ (2~,_~)  (3) %(~j := f(t)~ dt 
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THEOREM 2. For aH f C Cu(R) and any 5 > O, we have 
wx(Akf, 5) < Col(f, 5), wx(Bkf, 5) ~ wx(f, 5), 
(11) 
wl(Lkf, 5) <_ wl(f, 5), wl(Fkf, 5) ~ ~:1(:, ~). 
Inequalities (i1) are sharp, attained by f(x) = x E Cu(R). 
In [5], we continued the above study by establishing the high order of approximation of oper- 
ators Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk to the unit operator I. 
THEOREM 3. Let f C CN(R), N >_ 1. Then one has 
, , ,  a i 
(Ak f )  (x )  - f(x)l _< ~ i! 2~(k-l) 
i=1 
N 
l (Bk f ) (x )  - f(x)[ < ~ - -  
i=l 
I (rkf)(x)- f (x ) l  - ,=1 
aN ( ) 
- -  + N!2N(k_I ) wl f(N), 2 k-la , (12) 
[f(')(x) r a N 
[f(i)(x)[ (a+ 1) i (a+l )  N ( a~l )  
i! 2 k------i~ + N!2 k~wl  f(N) , (14) 
for any k E Z, and any x C R. If f(N) is a uniformly continuous function, then as k -+ +0% we 
obtain that 
---, f(x), 
for ~k :=  Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk, pointwise with rates. 
In this article, we generalize the above-mentioned motivating results to the fuzzy theory setting. 
We study the same operators Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk, k E 2, when they act on fuzzy real number valued 
functions. So according to the context, one can understand clearly, when these operators are 
applied to real valued functions, and when they are applied to fuzzy real valued functions. 
The proofs of the presented results rely a lot on this introduction. For that, we also need the 
following. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this paper, for the basic definitions, notations, and concepts of fuzzyness, we follow [6]. We 
need the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let g: [a, b] --~ •+ have existing ordinary Riemann integral f :  g(x) dx. Let u E Rj= 
be fixed. Then ( FR ) fb~ (u ® g ( x ) ) dx exists in ]~ j:, and 
b b (FR)  (is) 
PROOF. Since f :  g(x) dx exists, we have that for any E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that for any 
division P = {[v, w]; ~} of [a, b] with norms A(P) < 5, it holds 
b dx 
T: :  ~,, f _ (w -- v)g(~) -- ja g(x) < ~. 
Notice that u ® f :g(x)  dx E Rj:. Hence, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2(iii) of [6], we get 
_< TD (u, 5) _< eD (u, 5). 
That proves the claim. | 
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DEFINITION 1. Let f: N --* Ny be such that we have the following. 
(i) (FR) f2 f(x)  dx exists for every real number t > a, a e R, then 
(FR) J~ f(x)  dx = tl~moc(FR) f(x)  dx 
provided the limit exists in R j= in the D-metric. 
(ii) If (FR) f :  f (x)  dx exists for every real number t <_ b, b C JR, then 
b lira (FR) /b  / __ f (x )dx  = f (x )dx  (FR) 
j _  
(iii) 
provided the limit exists in Ry in the D-metric. The improper integrals (FR) f o~ f(x) dx 
and ( FR) fbc~ f (x) dx are called convergent if the corresponding limit exists in ]~y and 
divergent if the limit does not exist in R j=. 
If both (FR) f~  f(x) dx and (FR) fa_c f (x)  dx are convergent for some a e N, then we 
define the improper fuzzy-Riemann i tegral over ]~ as follows: 
(FR) J-oo f(x) dx -- (FR) f(x)  dx ® (FR) f (x)  dx. 
OQ 
In this case, we say that (FR) f_~ f(x) dx converges. Otherwise, we say it diverges. 
REMARK 1. 
(i) Let f: R --~ I~j= be fuzzy continuous and of compact support [a, b] C R (see Theorem 7 
next), then 
o~ / ,  b 
(FR) /  f (x)  dx = (FR) /  f (x)dx.  (16) 
g- -  oo Ja 
(ii) Given that I := (FR) f~ f(x) dx, a < b, exists in ~j: from Definition 2.4 [6], we have 
s>D v-u)®f({) , I  =D -1)@ v-u)® , ( -1)( i ) I  
That  last motivates us to define 
(FR) f(~) dx := (-1) O (FR) fb da f(x) dx. (17) 
Also, 
~ a (FR) f(~) d~ := ~. 
Similarly, given that (FR) f-~oc f(x) dx exists in Rj=, one can define 
(is) 
2 f (FR) fix) dx := (-1) 0 (FR) f(x) d~. oo i19) 
Linear change of variable is possible and valid in (FR)-integrals. 
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THEOREM 4. Let x := ~(t) := mt+ 7, m > O, 7 • N, t • [a, fi]. CaB a := ma + 7, b := m/~ + 7. 
Then, (FR) f :  f (~(t) )dt  exists in Ry  iff (Fit) f :  : (x )dx  exists in Ry, and 
f b (FR) f(x)  dx = m ® (FR) f (p(t))  dr. (20) 
PROOF. Here x • [a, b] and ~ is a (1 - 1) and onto map from [c h/3] to [a, b]. Also, f:  [a, b] - ,  I~s 
and f o ~: [a,/3] --+ ]Rs:. If (FR) f~f (~o( t ) )dt  exists in Ry  and equals ( l /m)  ® I ,  by Defini- 
tion 2.4 [6], for every c > 0, there exists 5 > 0 such that for any division P = {[u, v]; ~} of [a, fi] 
with norm A(P)  < 5, we have 
D (E*P  (v -  u) ® f(q°(~))' 1-m Q I )  < s. 
Equivalently, we find 
and equivalently, we have 
) D rnv - mu) ® f(w(~)), I
O ((my + 7) - (m~ + 7)) O f(~(~)), I < ~'. 
Denoting v t := mv + 7, u/:= mu + 7, ~r := m~ + 7, we have equivalently, 
D(~-~*(v'-u')®f((),I)p, <E / , 
for P' = {In', vt]; ~'} any division of [a, b] with norm A(P ' )  < m5 =: 5'. By Definition 2.4 [6], we 
get equivalently that (FR) f~ f(x)  dx exists in ]Rs: and equals I. | 
The counterpart of the last result follows. 
THEOREM 5. Let x := p(t) := mt+ 7, m < O, 7 C ll~, t E [a, ~]. Call a := rn/3 + 7, b := ma + 7. 
Then (FR) f :  f(~(t)) dt exists in ~jz if[ (FR) f :  f (x)  dx exists in Rjz, and 
(FR) f(x)  dx =]m I ® (FR) f(~(t))  dt. (21) 
PROOF. It is similar to Theorem 4. | 
Next we present a result regarding linear change of variables for improper (FR)-integrals. 
THEOREM 6. Let x :-- ~(t) := mr+7,  m, 7 are fixed reals and t 6 ]~. Then, (FR) f°°oo f(~(t)) dt 
exists in R j= if[ (FR) f -~oo f ( x ) dx exists in R ~ , and 
I/ i/ (FR) f(x)  dx = Iml 0 (FR) f (p(t))  dt. (22) O0 O0 
PROOF. Clearly, ~ is (1 - 1) and onto from ]~ --~ R. 
(i) Here m > 0. 
If (FR) f_°°oo f(w(t)) dt exists in I~:,  then 3c~ • ]~ such that  (cf. Definition l(iii)) 
f2 / L (FR) f(~(t)) dt = (FR) f(w(t)) dt @ (FR) f(~(t))  dt, O0 
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where the improper integrals 
(FR) f(~(t)) dr, (FR) f(~o(t)) dt exist in R~,. 
oo 
That is, there exist (FR) fo  f(T(t)) dt for any 0 _< c~ and (FR) fPa f(T(t)) dt for any p >_ a, 
and in the D-metric, we have 
and 
/o (FR f(T(t))dt = lim (FR) f(T(t))dt 
(FR) f(~o(t)) dt = (FR) f(~o(t)) dt. 
(2 
Hence, by Theorem 4, we get 
(Fa) f(~(t)) dt= _1 O lim f(x) dx = - -  O (FR) f(x) dx 
m J m0+3'  ?'n 
and 
(FR) f(~(t)) dt = _1 (9 p (FR) f(x) dx = - -  ® (FR) f(x) dx. 
m jma+,  7 '/33, a+?  
Consequently, we obtain 
f; J2 C m (9 (FR) f(~(t)) dt= (FR) f(x) dx G (FR) f(x) dx oo +3' 
C = (FR) I(x) dx. 0(3 
(ii) The case of m < 0 is similar. | 
We need the following. 
THEOREM 7. (See [7].) Let f: [a, b] --+ R~: be fuzzy continuoas with respect o metric D. Then, 
(FR) f :  f(x) dx exists and belongs to R~=, furthermore, it holds 
= (Z)2 >(x) d~, (Z)~ ~(x) dx V~ e [0, 11. (2a) <FR) dz k 
Clearly, f(Y): [a, b] -* R are continuous functions. 
Denote by C(]R, ]R~) the space of fuzzy continuous functions and by Cb(]R,]~S~) the space of 
bounded fuzzy continuous functions on R with respect o metric D. 
We also use the following. 
DEFINITION 2. (See [8].) Let f: R -~ ]Rj: be a fuzzy real number valued function. 
We define the (first) fuzzy modulus of continuity of f by 
~(f ,~)  := sup D(f (~), f (y)) ,  5 >0.  (24) 
x ,yE~ 
1~-~1<~ 
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DEFINITION 3. (See [8].) Let f: R --* I j : .  We call f a uniformly continuous fuzzy real number 
valued function, iff for any e > 0, there exists 6 > 0, whenever Ix -Y t  <- 6; x, y E R, implies that 
D(f(x), I(y)) <- ~. We denote it ~ : e c~(~). 
We denote by cu  (R, Rj:) the space of uniformly continuous functions from R --~ [~: that are 
bounded. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [8].) Let f 6 Cu(R). Then, w[~=)(f, 6) < +oo, any 5 > O. 
PROPOSITION 2. (See [8]0 The following holds. 
(i) w[J=)(f, 5) is nonnegative and nondecreasing in 5 > O, any f: ]~ ~ t~.  
(if) limit0 w[ J=) (f, 6) = w[ y) (f, 0) = 0, iff f E C~- (R). 
(iii) w~ ~') (f, 51 + 52) _< w[ ~:) (f, 51) + w[ ~') (f, 52), 51,52 > 0, any f: R ~ I~j=. 
(iv) w[J:)(f, nh) <_ nw[J:)(f, 5), 5 > O, n e N, any f :R  --+ ~j=. 
(v) w~J=)(f, Ah) < VA]w[J:)(f, 5) < (~ + 1)w[~=)(f, 5), ~ > o, 5 > o, where V-] is the ceiling of 
the number, any f: ~ --+ ]~.  
(vi) w[~)(f eg ,  6) < w[~)(f, 6) + w[~)(g, 6), 6 > 0, any f ,g :~ -~ X~. 
(vii) w~)( f ,  .) is continuous on It+, for f e CUff) .  
There follows a very important and useful representation result for moduli of continuity. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f: ~ --+ ~ ~= be a fuzzy real number valued function. Assume that w[ ~=) (f, 5), 
wl(f(__'),6), wl(f(f), b) are finite for 6 > O. Then, it holds 
re[O,l] 
(25) 
Formula (25) is valid also when f and the moduli of continuity are defined over [a, b] C R. 
PROOF. Let x,y E R: Ix - Yl <-- 6. We have from [6], Section 2 that 
,-e[o,1] 
re[0,1] 
Thus, 
.:<:,,> < (::,,),., 
,~[0,1] 
Next we observe for any r E [0,1] and any x, y E ~: Ix - Yl -< 6 that 
Therefore, 
~>:>(:, ~) >_ D(:(~), :(y)) >_ (:(x))~> - (:(v))<_? , (:(x))~:> - (:(y))<:) . 
(r) 6 , 
Clearly, it holds 
re[o:] 
We have established formula (25). 
REMARK 2. 
(i) Let f: [a, b] --* Rj= be fuzzy continuous. From [6], Section 2, we have 
re.x{ ::'>(,I[, }, Ea, 1.
re[O,1] 
(26) 
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Since f is fuzzy bounded, we have that SM > 0 such that D(f(t) ,5)  < M, Vte  [a,b]. 
Since D(f(t),  5) is continuous in t 6 [a, b] for some t* E [a, hi, we have that 
D(f(t*),5) = sup D(f(t),5).  
t6[a,b] 
Notice that by the principle of iterated suprema, we obtain 
sup D( f ( t ) ,5 ) :  sup sup max{ f(_r)(t), f(+r)(t) } 
te[a,bl t~la,b] r~[o,1] 
= sup max sup - 4 f(ff)(t),  ~) ( t )~.  
% 
k 2 
Clearly, we find that 
sup D(S(t) ,5)= sup max{ f(_.r)~' f(+r) }. (27) 
We observe here easily that Vr E [0,1], Vt C [a, b], we get 
f(f)(t) , f(r)(t) _< D(f(t*),5) <_ M, 
so we can apply above the principle of iterated suprema. 
(ii) Let f: ]~ ~ Rj= be fuzzy continuous, then, clearly f(~) are continuous functions from 
into ]~, Vr 6 [0,1]. If f e cu(R) ,  equivalently (by Proposition 2(ii)), we have 
lim~0 w~ ~=) (f, 5) = w~ ~=) (f, 0) = 0. Thus, by formula (25), we get lim~£0 wl (f(~), 5) = 
wl(f(.r),0) = 0, Yr e [0,1], equivalently, f(r) e Cu(R), i.e. if f e C~-(]~), then f(~) e 
vr  e [0,1]. 
We need the following. 
LEMMA 2. (See [9].) Let f: ~ --+ ~= be a fuzzy continuous and bounded. Let g: g C_ ~ -+ ~+ 
continuous and bounded, where J is an interval. Then f (x)  (i) g(x) is fuzzy continuous function 
VxE J .  
REMARK 3. Here r • [0, 1], xl r), y}~) • R, i -- 1 , . . . ,  m • N. Assume that 
((~) (~)) (28) sup max x i ,Yi •~,  fo r i= l , . . . ,m.  
~e[o,~] 
We observe 
Hence, 
Consequently, 
We conclude that 
x(~) < max/x  (r) (~)'~ f (r) (r)\ - t ~ ' y~ ) - supmaxtY~ 'Y' ) '  
r 
_(rl<max~x i ,yi ) <supmax x ,y • Yi - 
(r) (~) 
xo-(r) -< E sup max x~ , Yi 
r 
i=1  i=1 
m 
~-~ (~1 Esupma x [ (r) 0"1"~ Z.,y~ < 
- t ) 
i=1  i=1 
~-'x  (~) N-'- (~) ~) o (r)~ max tA.." ~ , A.~yi ] <-- sup max x ,y~ j .  
\ i= l  i=1  / i=1  r 
(6x!  r) m .(r)~ <y~ sup max/x!  r) "(r)~ (29) sup maxt  , '"' ; 
r6 [0 ,1 ]  i= l  
Inequality (29) is used in the proofs of our main results. 
We denote by CN(~, R~:), N >_ 1, the space of all N-times continuously fuzzy differentiable 
functions from ~ into ]~-. 
We need the following. 
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THEOREM 8. (See [10].) 
0 < r < 1. Clearly, 
Let f: [a,b] C R ---* R.~ be H-fuzzy differentiable. 
Then (f(t) ) (~) are differentiable and 
Let t • [a,b], 
(30) 
(31) 
i.e., 
REMARK 4. 
= , Vr • [0, 1]. 
Let f • CN(~,Ry),  N > 1. Then, by Theorem 8, we obtain 
(32) 
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  N and, in particular, we have that 
(f(~)) (r) = (f(,,)) (~), (33) 
for any r • [0, 1]. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
Here let f 6 cu(I~,B~), and let ~ C CB(R) of compact support C [--a,a], a > 0, ~ > 0 and 
be such that 
/~(x -  u) = 1, • ~, (34) du Vx 
O0 
equivalently, 
; ~(u) du 1. 
(See Example (ii).) 
By Proposition 1, we have that w/O(f,  6) < +c~, for any 5 > 0. 
introduce the following fuzzy convolution type operators, 
(i) 
(BkS)(x) := (FR) f ~ e ~ - 
OO 
(ii) 
F (Lkf)(x) := (FR) c£(u) ® ~ (2kx - u) du, OO 
where 
(35) 
Let k E Z, x E ]~. We 
(36) 
(37) 
c{(u):=2 k®(FR)  f(t) d t=2 k®(pR)  f t+~ dt 
J2 -ku  
(a8) 
(iii) 
(equality true by Theorems 4, 7). 
/? (Gf)(z) := (FR) ~ Jk (U) ® ~ (2kx -- u) du, (39) 
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where 
- ( ) £ ~---~f u j 7f (u ) := wj®f  ~ + ~  , n•N fixed, w i >0,  w j= l .  (40) 
j =0 j =0 
(iv) Here additionally we assume that ~ is even and define 
F (Akf)(x) := (FR) ~(u) ® ~ (2kx - u) du, oc r (41) 
where 
F r£(u) := 2 k ® (FR) f(t) ® ~ (2kt - u) dt. oo (42) 
We emphasize again that the above-defined fuzzy operators Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk are the fuzzy 
analogs of the real convolution operators Ak, Bk, Lk, Fk discussed in Section 1, Introduction, 
defined in an analogous way. 
We present our results. 
THEOREM 9. It hoIds 
and 
a 
w[Y)(Bkf,~) S w[Y)(f, 5), V~ > O, 
that is, Bk fulfilling the property of fuzzy global smoothness preservation. 
PROOF OF INEQUALITY (43). We notice 
(43) 
(44) 
( f'+" (,,) (,.._.),., D((Bkf)(x), f(x)) (by (15) ,,d (34)) D (FR) I ® 
(FR) .,,,~-o/"~+° f(~) ® ~ (2'x - u) @ 
~,.°> o,,0,> f,..+. ( (o )  ) ("j D S ~- ® ~ (2 k- - ~), s(-) ® ~ (2'. - .) d. 
J2kx--a 
f kx+a U , 
g2kx--a 
£2 " 
f 2kx+a 
J2kx--a 
( ~ ~ ~) notice - ~- < x - ~-~ <_ 
f kx+a ) a a \J2kx--a 
by J2kx_aP2k:r'+a ~[Z'~kX -- U) du = 1. That proves 
a 
Z)((BkS)(x), f(x)) _< ~i ~) (S, ~-),  
hence, (43) is true. 
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PROOF OF INEQUALITY (44). Let x, y E R: [x - Yl < 5. Then we observe that 
D( ( Bkf)(x), (Bkf)(y) 
( J: ( ) : : ( ' )  ) =D (FR) f ~ ®qo 
( : ( )  =D (FR) f x ( -u+2kx)  2k ® ~ ( -u  + 2kx) du, 
( : ? (  -(->~ =D (FR) ~f ~- 2k }O:(~O'))d~' 
(FR) /_~ f (Y--L~k) ) O:(P(~))d~') 
- ( /:(~) j:(~) ) 
oo oo 
( f ( ° )  f ( - )  ) =D (FR) f x-~-~ ®~(w) dw,(FR) f y - -~  ®:(w) dw a a 
(2.9) of [6]) / ;  W W 
a 
-- . : (~>~( : ( . -~) , : ( . -~) ) .~  
a ~) 
<_ (w)w J=)(f, Ix - Yl) dw < (w)w (f, 5) dw 
: (/_'o ~(~>,~)~:>(:,,> <,: ,. ~:>(:,,>: ~ >(:,,>. 
We have proved that 
D((Bkf)(x), (Bkf)(y)) <_ w~ J:) (f, 5), 
which clearly implies (44). 
We continue with the following. 
THEOREM 10. It holds 
and 
D*((Lkf),f) <_ w~ 0=) ( f  a~_....~l ) 
w~)(Lkf, 5) ~ w~J=)(f, 5), V5 > O, 
that is Lk fulfilling the property of fuzzy global smoothness preservation. 
PROOF. First we prove that Ck: (u) is fuzzy continuous in u. We notice 
( ;  :o" ) Um (t + u 
(by (2.9) of [6]) JO f2-k Urn (t U 
( - )  = 2-k~ ~) :, I~  ~1 _~ 0, as ~m ~ ~, 
(call or(u) := -u  + 2kx, 
p(u) := -u  + 2%) 
(45) 
(46) 
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where urn, u • IR. That proves fuzzy continuity of c£(u). Also, we see by (2.9) of [6] that 
(Su) ;  
where M > 0 such that D(f(x), 5) _< M, Vz e I~. That proves that c£(u) is also fuzzy bounded. 
By Lemma 2, now we get that c£(u) ® ~o(2kx - u) E C(R, Ry) as a function of u. Again we 
have that a+2kx 
(Lkf)(x) = (FR) f c£(u) ® ~ (2kx - u) du, (47) 
J --a-k2kx 
and by [6], Section 2, 
D ((Lkf)(x), f(x)) = sup max{ (Lkf)(r)(x)-  f(r)(x) , (Lkf)~) (x ) -  f(r)(x) }. 
~'E [o, 11 
(48) 
We see that 
If-'(>] [ ]" c£(u) =2 k (FR) f t+~-~ dt 
F(:<->) u:"~,.,] = I.~- (,~), ~;k t-Jj 
That proves 
Thus, 
: ,:') (4  ~') ~,(~))± = ~ (~), VuER.  (49) 
g(Lkf)(x)]~ = [(FR)J/a+2~_~+2~., C£(U) Q ~o (2kx -- u) du] r 
v-°+, ~-/.~(~))_ ~(2~x-./d~,._°+,.. (d(~)) (~+ :x-~/d- 
[ r ~+2% (f<~>~ f ~+2~ f/(~)~ ] 
= [ j_°+,. .  ~:-.  (~),. (:~ - ~) e~, .I_o+.,. 4 + ' (-),, (2~ - ~) e~ 
= [(~, (<~_'>))<.>, (~, (<~:>))<.>]. 
That is, 
that is, 
Therefore, 
D((Lkf)(x), f(x)) = 
(9)  
E<-:> <.:= [(-(:~"))(-)(~. (::)) (d 
(so) 
su, re.x{ (,(~>))<.> ~>~x> I(L.(Z>))~.> ~><->} 
re[o,1] 
rE[O,1] , 2k ,~1 f ( r ) -~  / = 
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We have established that 
a+l~ 
D((L~f)(x),f(x))  <_w~=) L 2~ ] .  
From [6], Section 2, we get (45). 
Next we see 
~e[o,:] 
= sup max {Wl (Lk (f:r)) ,5) ,w 1 (Lk (f(+r)),5)} 
rC[0,1] 
sup ~1 _~-~), ,~ IV  + ' ] 
~e[o,:] 
proving (46). 
Next, we give the following. 
THEOREM 11. It holds 
and 
(51) 
(52) 
w~'~)(Fky, 5) < w~Y)(f, 5), V5 > 0, (53) 
that is, Fk fulfilling the property of fuzzy global smoothness preservation. 
PROOF. Here 7[(u) is fuzzy continuous in u. We see that 
V wj®f  -ff-+~-nn ' w j®f  - f f+2~n ' 
j=o j=0 
<-- E w j D f -~- + 2g-n ' f 2"k + 2-~n 
j=0  
?2 
as u,~ --~ u, where {Urn}, U E ~.. That proves fuzzy continuity of 3'[(u). 
Next we observe 
j=0 
_<y~'~D y ~+2-~ '~ -< ~ jM=M<+o~,  
j=o j=o 
where M > 0 such that D(f(x), 5) < M, Vz e R. That is, ~,[(u) is fuzzy bounded. 
By Lemma 2, we get again that 7[(u)®~ (2kx - u) is fuzzy continuous in u. We have from [6], 
Section 2, that 
D((r sl(xl,s(xll = sup { }, (54) 
~e[o,:] 
where 
a+2~x 
(Fkf)(x) = (FR) f ~f(u) ® qo (2kx - u) du. (55) 
J -a+2kx 
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We easily see Vr 6 [0, 1] that 
=j~oW ~ ) u+ j ) u 
= [7!:~-')) (~), 7, (u)]. 
')] +2-~n 
Therefore, we  obtain 
[(rkf)(z)] ~ = (FR) 7~(u) O : (2kx - u) du' 
a-J-2kx 
-- j --a.t-2k:~ 
a+gkx (,-) ] V r (:-) "°+'~" :'<"~ 
J --a.+2kx 
That  is, we  have proved that 
((~,::)>(.>>(,'>= (~, (:(:>))(~>, . .~ Eo,:l. (56) 
Consequently, we find 
D((F,f)(x).f(x)) = sup max { (r ,  (f(_r)))( .)_ f(_r)(x) ' (F, (f(+r)))(x)- f(+r)(x) } 
.~[o,11 
< sup max wl f(__r),a+l 
__  rE[O,11 2 k ,C01  f(r), 7 /  
That  is, we  get 
hence, establishing (52). 
Next we observe 
a+l~ D((rd)(~),:(~)) <co/) I, 2k / ,  (57) 
,~/=)(rkf, ~)= sup max {col ((Pkf)(-r),5),Wl ((Fkf)(+ r) ,5)} 
~e[0,1] 
re[o:] 
"" { (  ) ( )} < sup m~ col fF  ),~ ,..1 I~:), ~ = co~)(f, ~). 
'r'E [0,11 
That proves (53). 
We have the following. 
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THEOREM 12. It  holds a 
D*( (Akf ) , f )  < w~ J:) ( f ,  2-~_1) (58) 
and 
~)(Akf,5) <_ ~)(f,5), V5 > o, (59) 
that is, Ak Yultilllng the property o[ fuzzy global smoothness preservation. 
PROOF. Here we observe the following: ~o (2kx - u) ¢ 0 iff -a  _< 2kx - u < a iff 
2kx -  a < u < 2kx + a. 
Let us fix 4 • [2kx - a, 2~x + a]. Also we have ~ (2~t - u) ~ 0 i~ -a  _< 2~t - u < a if~ 
(u -a )~2 k < t < (u +a) /2  k. 
Let t C [(u - a) /2 k, (u + a)/2k], then, t E Ix - a /2k - l , x  + (a/2k-1)]. If t > x + a/2 k- l ,  then 
~(2kt - u) ---- 0 and if t < x - a/2 k- l ,  then ~(2kt - u) = 0. Therefore, we have 
f 
x+a/2 k-1 
r~(u) = 2 k ® (FR) gx-a/2k-~ f(t)  ® ~ (2kt - u) dr. (60) 
Also, we have 
= f a+2~x (Akf)(x)  (FR) rf(u) ® ~ (2kx u) du. (61) 
J --a+2kx 
We prove that r~(u) is a fuzzy continuous and bounded function in u • [2kx -- a, 2kx + a]. Let 
Um• [2kx - a, 2kx + a] be such that urn --* u, as m --* +c~. Clearly, ~(2kt - urn) --* ~o(2kt - u), 
so ~o(2kt - u) is continuous in u. 
We notice that 
\ J x -a /2  t:-I 
(FR) f ( t )  ® ~o (2kt - 4) dt 
Jx+a/2 k-1 
by Lemma 2, f ( t )  ® ~(2kt - urn), f ( t )  (9 ~(2kt - u) are fuzzy continuous functions in t, using also 
(2.9) of [6] to obtain 
x+a/2 k-1 
< 2 k f D( f ( t )®~o(2kt - -Um) , f ( t )®~O(2kt - -u ) )  dt 
J~--a/2 k-1 
(by__~ Lemma 2.1 of [6]) 2k f xTa/2k-1 IV ( 2kt -- Urn) -- ~ (2kt -- u) lD( f ( t ) ,  5) dt 
Jx--a/2 k-1 
<_ 4aMwl (~o1[_3~,3~], ]Um - u]) --* 0, as m ~ +0% 
where M > 0 such that D(f(x) ,  5) < M, Vx • IR. (Clearly, here if t • [x - a/2 k- l ,  x + a/2k-1], 
then 2kt -u ,  2kt--Um • [--3a, 3a].) That proves r~(u) is fuzzy continuous in u • [2kx-a, 2~x+a]. 
Next we observe 
) 2~D ( (FR)  f ~+°1~ f(t)®v(2~t-~) dt,a 
~X Jaz--al2t¢-I 
(by (2.9) of [61) f~+~/2 ~-~ 
~-- 2k I D( f ( t )  q) ~o (2kt -- u),  5) dt 
J x--a/2 I¢-1 
f 
x÷a/2 k-1 
= 2 ~ D(f ( t )  ® ~ (2~t - u) ,  f (t)  ® 5) dt 
Jx--a/2t~-~ 
(by Lemma 2.1 of [6]) fx+a/2~-~ 
~ 2 k ! D(f(t ) ,  5)~ (2~t - u) dt <_ 4aML < +cx~, 
Jx--a/2 ~-1 
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where L > 0 is such that ~(x) < L, Vx E R. That proves rfk(u) is fuzzy bounded in u C 
[2kx - a, 2kz  + a]. 
Again by Lemma 2, we get that rf(u)(i)~ (2kx - u) is fuzzy continuous in u E [2kx-a, 2kx+ a], 
and to repeat f (t) ®~(2kt -u )  is fuzzy continuous in t E [x - a/2 k-l, x + a/2k-1]. Furthermore, 
we see Vr E [0, 1] that 
kf (~) ]  ~ = 2 k (FR)  J~ -on  ~-1 f ( t )  e ~ (2kt - ~) dt 
_ f +°n~-~ _ ] (~2) [ F+°n~-'f?)(t)~(2kt-u) dr, f?)(t)~(2~t ,,) dt 
[ J x_a /2k -1  Jx -a /2  k-1 
= [~ ~ @), 
That is, we proved 
/ f \ (r) f,~(')~ v + ) (62) [~(~))~ =~ (~). 
Then, 
[(Akf)(x)]~= [(FR) f2"~+~rfk(u) ®~(2kx- u) du] " 
J2kx- -a  
(23)[f2kx+alf \(r) f 2kx-f-a 1 
L.12k x_a  J 2k x_a  -k 
f2k:~+° [¢'(")~ 1 = - -  "rk t 7~ J2kx_a d2kx-a 
We have established that 
Next we observe 
D((Akf)(x),f(x)) = supmax { (Akf)~)(x)- f(')(x) , (Akf)(f_)(x)- f+(x) } 
7. 
<_ supmax {wl ( f(f', 2ff-~ ) ,wt ( f(+"), -~-f ) ) 
a 
(s, . 
Hence, 
and from [6], Section 2, we get (58). 
Finally, we treat 
w[J:) (Akf, 5)(22) 
~e[0,q 
rE[O,1] 
{(  ) ( )) sup max o)1 f !  ") , ~ , 5all f(~), 5 (2__=5) w~j:)(f, 5), 
~-E[o,q 
so proving (59). 
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In the following three theorems of high-order fuzzy approximation to the fuzzy unit operator 
by the fuzzy operators Ak, BI¢, Lk, Fk, the scaling function ~ will be as before in this Section 3. 
However, now we take for consideration f E CN(N,]~=), N > 1, with f(N) e cU(•) and 
f E Cb(R, Ry). Clearly, here by Theorem 8, f(') E CN(]~) and, of course, 
= E Cu(R), Vr E [0,1]. 
We present he following• 
THEOREM 13. It holds 
N D(S(')(x),~) a' aN j )  ~ 
D((Akf)(x),f(x)) < ~ i[ 2i( k-l----~ + NI2N(k-l) 1 ~T(N) a (65) _ , 2k -1  ) ' 
i=1 
VkEZ,  VxER.  
PROOF. We have that 
n((Akf)(x),f(x)) = sup max { ((Akf)(x))(f)- f(f)(x) , ((Akf)(x))~)- f(fl(x) } 
rE[0,1] 
(0=_3) sup max{ (Ak(f( f ) ) ) (x)- f (~)(x) l  , (Ak(f(+~)))(x)--f(f)(x) } 
rE[0,1] 
< sup max , , 
- ~c[o,ll i! 2i(~--1) ~-N!2N(k-1) wa i=l 
(33) 
N (f(+r)) (i) (x) I ai 
E i] 2 i(k-1) 
i= l  
- (( )} + N12N(k-1) wl f(+r)) (N) a 
• ' 2£ -_x  
sup max 
re[0,1] i! 2i(k-l) i=1 
~-N!2N(k_I ) wl ,2k--_ 1 , 
(s(:)) } 
E i! 2i( k-1-----~ -~ g!2  N(k -1)  031 f(+N) , 2 ; -1  
i~1 
(29) (~) a ~ 
L~e[0,1] 
- { ( ( )  ) + N12N(k_l ) sup max wl f(N) (r) a 
• ~[0 ,1]  ' 2 ~---1 ' 
,2~-_1 (by (25) and (26)) 
-- ~ i! 2'(k-1--------~ + Y]2 -1)w~ :) f(N) a , 2k--1 • 
i=-i 
We continue with the following• 
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THEOREM 14. It holds 
N D (f(i)(x),5) a i 
D((Bkf)(x),  f (x))  <_ E i! 2ki 
i=1 
a N w(jz) 
VkEZ,  VxER.  
PROOF. Using (13) and is very similar to the proof of Theorem 13. 
Finally, we give the following. 
THEOREM 15. It holds 
(66) 
D(( rk / ) (x) , f (x) )  - i=1 
VkcE ,  VxER.  
PROOF. Using (14) and is very similar to the proof of Theorem 13. | 
NOTE. Since here f(N) E C~-(R), as k --* +0% we get 
a ( a+lh  
mhu ,  rom we obtain that -+ O, --+ O, D((Ld) 
@), for))  --+ O, and D((Fkf)(:r),  for))  ---> O, pointwise with rates. 
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